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Motivation and Background

● Prompting: Basically, we embed the task description that we want 
from the model to solve into the input.

● Prompt Engineering: The focus is more on the prompts that we 
provide to the model, trying to figure out a template/structure of a 
prompt that performs best.

● This can be used in both zero-shot and few-shot setting.
● [1] is one of the earliest work on prompting where they show that 

few-shot learning can provide good performance instead of 
fine-tuning models.
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Motivation

● Humans combine verbal reasoning with actions.
● Synergy between reasoning and acting
● Emergent capability of language models [1].

○ Only internal knowledge, no update on knowledge
○ Fact Hallucination

● LMs can be used for planning actions in interactive environments 
[2]
○ No reasoning, no action taking
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Why Not Combining These Two?

● Models can reason to act to create and adjust plans
● Also they can act to reason by interacting with external environments
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ReAct

● Prompting based approach with PaLM [1]
● Enlarge the Action Space with Language Space
● Sequence of “Thought”, “Action”, “Observation”
● Easy to design
● Flexible
● Human aligned and controllable
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Knowledge Intensive Reasoning

● Multi-hop Q&A, 6-shot
● Fact Verification, 3-shot
● 3 actions: search, lookup, finish
● Multiple thought-action-observation steps
● ReAct provides grounded problem solving but chain-of–thought 

provides more accurate reasoning
○ Incorporate both and let model switch from one to the other.
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Results
● Reasoning is important to guide 

acting
● ReAct vs CoT

● ReAct + CoT-SC [1] is the best
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Finetuning Results

●
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Decision Making

● ALFWorld [1], synthetic text-based game
○ 6 types of tasks that an agent needs to achieve a high-level 

goal.
○ Sparse thoughts/reasonings in prompts.

● WebShop [2], online shopping website environment.
○ Based on user instructions, it should buy a product.
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Results on ALFWorld 

● It depends highly on the prompts
● Sparse reasoning helps.
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Results on WebShop
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Human in the loop correction
● Edit and correct ReAct’s false reasonings
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Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work

● Reasoning and action helps models reach to better conclusions.
● There is still room for improvement, especially for knowledge 

intensive reasoning tasks it is behind the supervised methods
● Prompt design affects the performance
● When the action space is large the size of the incontext learning 

grows quickly.
● More high quality labelled data for finetuning
● Incorporation with Toolformer [1], a language model that can 

interact with more tools such as calculator, calendar, translator etc.
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Thanks!

● Any Questions?
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